[The prospect for cisplatin analogs from the experimental standpoint].
In the last decade a number of cisplatin analogs have been extensively synthesized to develop new Pt complexes with better antitumor activity and less nephrotoxicity than cisplatin. Antitumor Pt complexes consist of two carrier ligands and two or four leaving groups according to Pt valence. Our screening results of over 500 Pt complexes suggested that the carrier ligands influenced antitumor activity, especially the antitumor spectrum, while the leaving groups affected water solubility, stability, toxicity, and so forth. Recently, more than 10 cisplatin analogs have been clinically tested. In Japan four complexes have been evaluated in phase II. Most of them showed less nephrotoxicity than cisplatin. Instead, myelotoxicity was often observed. These complexes were significantly effective against various murine Their antitumor spectra, however, were somewhat different from each other. The Pt complexes such as cisplatin, carboplatin and 254-S, having the same carrier ligands, diammine, showed a quite similar spectrum. Sensitivity of cell lines derived from human tumors to these analogs were also examined in vivo and/or in vitro. So far as reported, their antitumor spectra were not so different from that of cisplatin. The cross-resistance patterns of cisplatin-resistant sublines to the complexes also depend on types of carrier ligands. Besides, L-1210/DDP showed cross-resistance only to a few carrier ligands, whereas P388/DDP did so to all of them tested. Thus, it might be a reasonable trial to search for a carrier ligand, the complexes of which would show a unique and broad antitumor spectrum including cisplatin-resistant lines and, in addition, not only against murine tumors but against human tumor cells.